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Grade Advancement 
Award of Credit 
TAC §74.26 & Board Policy EI (Legal) 
 

The award of credit for a course by a school district affirms that a student has satisfactorily met 
all state and local requirements. A student may not be given credit for a class unless the 
student attends for at least 90 percent of the days the class is offered.  

A district may not prohibit a new student from attending school pending receipt of transcripts 
or records from the school district the student previously attended. A school district must 
ensure that the records or transcripts of out-of-state, out-of-country, or Texas non-public 
school students are evaluated and that the student is placed in appropriate classes promptly. 

Satisfactory Academic Achievement 
District Procedures 
 

Satisfactory academic achievement is considered a calculated numerical average of 70 or 
above in the core subject areas. Below Grade 2, the District may consider academic 
achievement using methods and measurements other than numerical scores. 

State Criteria for Promotion, Retention, and Grade Advancement 
 

A student may be promoted only based on academic achievement or demonstrated 
proficiency of the subject matter of the course or grade level.   

A student who does not demonstrate proficiency may advance to the next grade only if the 
student has completed the required accelerated instruction and the appropriate decision making 
team determines by unanimous decision, in accordance with the standards for promotion 
established by the Board, that the student is likely to perform at grade level at the end of the next 
year given additional accelerated instruction. 

The District is not precluded from retaining a student who performs satisfactorily on a grade 
advancement test or state test. 

Grade Advancement for Special Education Students 
 

The decision to promote or retain a student with a disability requires input from the 
admissions, review, and dismissal (ARD) committee. 

http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter074/ch074c.html
https://pol.tasb.org/Policy/Download/1052?filename=EI(LEGAL).html&title=ACADEMIC%20ACHIEVEMENT&subtitle=
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Grade Advancement for English Learner (EL) Students 
 

English Learner (EL) students may not be denied promotion when mastery of the Texas 
Essential Knowledge and Skills has been demonstrated in their primary language. 

Credit by Examination without Prior Instruction 
Board Policy EHDC (Local) 
 

The Board shall approve procedures developed by the Superintendent or designee to allow a 
child who is five years old at the beginning of the school year to be assigned initially to grade 1 
rather than kindergarten. Criteria for acceleration may include:  

1. Scores on readiness tests or achievement tests that may be administered by 
appropriate District personnel.  

2. Recommendation of the kindergarten or preschool the student has attended.  
3. Chronological age and observed social and emotional development of the student.  
4. Other criteria deemed appropriate by the principal and Superintendent. 

A district shall accelerate a student in grades 1–5 one grade level if the student meets the 
following requirements:  

1. The student scores 80 percent or above on a criterion-referenced test for the grade 
level to be skipped in each of the following areas: language arts, mathematics, science, 
and social studies; 

2. A district representative recommends that the student be accelerated; and  
3. The student’s parent or guardian gives written approval of the acceleration. 

A district shall offer windows to administer each exam approved by the board not fewer than 
four times each year. The dates shall be publicized.   

Physical Education Excuses or Exemptions 
Board Policy EHAB (Legal) 
 

A district must provide an exemption for a student who is unable to participate in the required 
physical activity because of illness or disability. Texas Education Code §28.002(l)  

A note from a physician is required for a temporary excuse of more than two weeks. A student 
with a temporary excuse shall remain in class and complete alternate assignments. 
Modifications or exemptions from physical education shall be documented. 

https://pol.tasb.org/Policy/Download/1052?filename=EHDC(LOCAL).html&title=ALTERNATIVE%20METHODS%20FOR%20EARNING%20CREDIT&subtitle=CREDIT%20BY%20EXAMINATION%20WITHOUT%20PRIOR%20INSTRUCTION
https://pol.tasb.org/Policy/Download/1052?filename=EHAB(LEGAL).html&title=BASIC%20INSTRUCTIONAL%20PROGRAM&subtitle=REQUIRED%20INSTRUCTION%20(ELEMENTARY)
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Student Advancement 
Board Policy EIE (Legal) 
 

A student may be promoted only based on academic achievement or demonstrated 
proficiency of the subject matter of the course or grade level (see Board Policy EI).  

In determining promotion, a district shall consider:  

1. The recommendation of the student’s teacher;  
2. The student’s grade in each subject or course;  
3. The student’s score on an assessment instrument administered under Education Code 

39.023(a), (b), or (l), to the extent applicable; and  
4. Any other necessary academic information, as determined by the district.  

Texas Education Code §28.021(a), (c) 

Required 5th Grade Assessments in Math & Reading 
Texas Education Code §28.0211  
 

A student in the fifth grade, who does not perform satisfactorily on the reading and math 
assessments may potentially not be promoted to sixth grade. Promotion or retention will only 
be determined through a grade placement committee (GPC). 

Unsatisfactory Performance on 5th Grade State Assessments 
 

The District shall provide a fifth (5) grade student who does not perform satisfactorily two 
additional opportunities to take the state assessment. Each time a student fails to perform 
satisfactorily on a grade advancement test, the District shall provide the student with 
accelerated instruction in the applicable subject area.  

Notice to Parents of Performance and Accelerated Instruction 
 

In addition to providing the accelerated instruction, the District shall notify the student’s 
parent or guardian of: 

• The student’s failure to perform satisfactorily on the assessment instrument; 
• The accelerated instruction program to which the student is assigned; and 
• The possibility that the student may be retained at the same grade level for the next 

year.  

https://pol.tasb.org/Policy/Download/1052?filename=EIE(LEGAL).html&title=ACADEMIC%20ACHIEVEMENT&subtitle=RETENTION%20AND%20PROMOTION
https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/ED/htm/ED.28.htm
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Grading Guidelines 
Academic Dishonesty 
Board Policy EIA (Local) 
 

A student found to have engaged in academic dishonesty shall be subject to grade penalties on 
assignments or tests and disciplinary penalties in accordance with the Student Code of 
Conduct. Academic dishonesty includes cheating or copying the work of another student, 
plagiarism, and unauthorized communication between students during an examination.  

The determination that a student has engaged in academic dishonesty shall be based on the 
judgment of the classroom teacher or another supervising professional employee, taking into 
consideration written materials, observation, or information from students. 

An assignment penalized for academic dishonesty is not eligible for grade improvement. 

Grade Book Guidelines 
Board Policy EIA (Legal) 
 

Texas Education Code §28.0216 states that a district shall adopt a grading policy, including 
provisions for the assignment of grades on class assignments and examinations, before each 
school year. A district grading policy:  

1. Must require a classroom teacher to assign a grade that reflects the student’s relative 
mastery of an assignment;  

2. May not require a classroom teacher to assign a minimum grade for an assignment 
without regard to the student’s quality of work; and  

3. May allow a student a reasonable opportunity to make up or redo a class assignment or 
examination for which the student received a failing grade. 

The district grading guidelines shall ensure that a sufficient number of grades are taken to 
support the grade average assigned.  

• A minimum of fifteen (15) different assignments shall be taken each nine (9) weeks for 
classes that meet each day of the week. 

• Number of assignments in each category shall be proportional to overall weight. 
• Classes that meet daily will have a minimum of one (1) assignment entered per week. 
• A minimum of nine grades shall be taken each nine weeks for classes that do not meet a 

full period daily.   
• The weight of any SINGLE assignment shall not exceed twenty percent (20%) of the 

total nine (9) weeks average grade. 

https://pol.tasb.org/Policy/Download/1052?filename=EIA(LOCAL).html&title=ACADEMIC%20ACHIEVEMENT&subtitle=GRADING/PROGRESS%20REPORTS%20TO%20PARENTS
https://pol.tasb.org/Policy/Download/1052?filename=EIA(LEGAL).html&title=ACADEMIC%20ACHIEVEMENT&subtitle=GRADING/PROGRESS%20REPORTS%20TO%20PARENTS
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Make-Up Work 
TEC  §25.087 & District Procedure 
 

A student whose absence is excused under TEC  §25.087… shall be allowed a reasonable time to 
make up school work missed on those days.  If the student satisfactorily completes the 
schoolwork, the day of absence shall be counted as a day of compulsory attendance. 

For missed work due to an excused student absence, the teacher shall assign the student 
make-up work based on the instructional objectives for the subject and/or the needs of the 
individual student in mastering the essential knowledge and skills. 

• A student shall be responsible for obtaining and completing the make-up work in a 
satisfactory manner and within the time specified by these guidelines. 

• A student shall be given either 3 days or the number of days missed, whichever is 
greater, to turn in make-up work without penalty. Teachers are not required to accept 
work after this period and may assign a penalty if they so choose to accept.  

• Work shall be completed during the nine weeks in which the absence occurred, unless 
the absence(s) occurs during the last five days of the nine weeks. 

A student who does not make up work within the time allotted by these guidelines may receive 
a grade of zero (0) for the assignment.  

Homework 
District Procedures 
 

Home assignments are sometimes necessary to provide enough time for students to master 
subject matter and complete long-term projects. Homework should be purposeful, adjusted to 
the level of the individual child, and related to specific subject objectives. Assignments may 
provide practice on skills already taught or prepare students to begin a new topic or part of the 
course. Therefore, should a campus adopt homework guidelines, the following should be 
adhered to: 

• Campus homework expectations shall be clearly communicated to both students and 
parents. 

• Homework assignments missed due to an excused student absence are subject to same 
guidelines as make-up work.  

• Homework shall be evaluated in an appropriate manner by the teacher. 
• Homework assignments should be avoided immediately before, during or after school 

holidays and major special events. 
• Homework should never be assigned as a disciplinary measure. 

https://texas.public.law/statutes/tex._educ._code_section_25.087
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• Homework should not exceed 30 minutes per night for grades K-2 and 60 minutes per 
night for grades 3-5 for all subjects combined. 

• The COMBINED weight for all assignments to be completed at home shall not exceed 
(10%) of the total nine (9) weeks average or grade.  

Retake & Retest Opportunities 
Board Policy EIA (Local) 
 

The District shall permit a student who meets the criteria detailed in the grading guidelines a 
reasonable opportunity to redo an assignment or retake a test for which the student received a 
failing grade. 
 

• Students shall be allowed one (1) new attempt to exhibit relative mastery on a class 
assignment or examination for which the student received a failing and may improve 
that grade up to 70%.  

• The window to complete a retake or retest extends 5 school days after the failing grade 
was first entered into the Skyward grade book. Teachers may extend this window at 
their discretion.  

• The teacher shall enter the new grade for the assignment in replacement of the 
previous grade and enter a note as a comment in Skyward gradebook. 

• The teacher has an option to drop the lowest grade during a nine-week grading period. 
• Minimum percentages still apply after dropping any grade and/or assignment. 

Missing or Incomplete Assignments or Homework (Consequences) 
District Procedures 
 

These consequences may be considered in any particular order. 

• Teacher counsels with student and communicates specific concerns to parent. 
• Student serves recess or after-school detention to complete homework.  Parents shall 

be notified of any after-school detention in advance. 
• Student’s grade may be assessed a penalty. 
• Student’s grade may be assessed a zero. 
• Student referred to the counselor and parent notified again of the teacher’s concern. 
• Privileges may be removed. 

 
Other actions or necessary changes considered during the school day. 

https://pol.tasb.org/Policy/Download/1052?filename=EIA(LOCAL).html&title=ACADEMIC%20ACHIEVEMENT&subtitle=GRADING/PROGRESS%20REPORTS%20TO%20PARENTS
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Participation Grades 
District Procedures 
 

Participation grades shall not count for more than 20% of a nine-week grade, EXCEPT for 
social studies (grades 1 & 2), science (grades 1 & 2), fine arts and physical education. 

Online Posting of Grades & Progress 
District Procedures 
 

Each teacher shall post grades for the prior week no later than 4:00 p.m. each Tuesday.  
Progress Reports will be distributed on Wednesday.  

Interim Progress Reports 
Board Policy EIA (Local) 
 

Interim progress reports shall be issued for all students after the third and sixth week of the 
grading period. Supplemental progress reports may be issued at the discretion of the teacher.  
 

• All students will receive an Interim Progress Report (IPR) at three (3) and six (6) week 
intervals.   

• Students who are failing at the time that the IPR is created shall receive an itemized list 
of grades for that three-week grading period. 
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